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ABSTRACT 
Anaerohic digestion offers many advan

tages in the processing of organic solid 
wastes, using a close0 system to convert 
the '-Taste to comrustihle gas and a stab
ilized organic residue. OCors are contai
ned while c'ligestion removes their source 
and gas is collected for energy recovery 
as heat or electricity. The stabilized 
residue is less than the starting waste 
by the mass of gas produced, and it can 
be dispose0 of hy land application, land 
filling, incineration or composting. 

The stimulation of digesters and the 
phenomenon of co - digestion are two ways 
the performance of anaerobic digesters 
can he enhanced. Data from farm digesters 
and municipal wastewater treatment plants 
illustrate the present venue of the pro
cess; laboratory studies of the anaerohic 
digestion of a variety of solid wastes 
show that the process can he applied to 
these materials as well. Ar-out two thirds 
of municipal solid waste is shown to he 
amenahle to anaerobic digestion in a sub
strate from an active municipal sewage 
plant digester. 

BACKGROUND 
Anaerohic digestion is a process which 

converts organic matter into a gas ana a 
stabilized residue, by microorganisms in 
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the absence of oxygen. Many microorganisms 
thrive in anaerobic environments such as 
swamps, peat hogs, soils, aquatic depos
its, forest litter, the digestive tracts 
of animals, for example. Anaerobic diges
tion was an essential step in laying (lown 
fossil fuels like coal, oil, lignite and 
natural gas. The process occurs inadvert
ently in many places where organic matter 
is kept in a way that generally excludes 
oxygen, such as land fills, sewer lines, 
etc; gas is evolved and undesirahle com
ponents which are ororous or toxic may be 
released to the environment from t.hese 
uncontrolled sources. 

The largest intentional application Of 
anaero':lic c'ligestion hy man has reen in 
the stahilization of municipal wastewater 
slucges. From here, the practice has be
gun to spread to the treatment of animal 
wastes [Ro�inson, 1980], waste streams 
from food processing plants [Price and 
Cheremisinoff, 1981a] and to the digest
ion of organic wastes from chemical plants 
[Torpy, 1988]. For these appl icati ons, 
digesters are built which exclude air so 
that anaerobic processes can take place. 
Most digesters also provide temperature 
control [commonly 95-100F], and at least 
enough mixing to distrihute the raw feed 
anr1 to release the gas generated so that 



the hiochemical reactions may continue. 
Digesters vary in construction from the 

simplest rectangular pits used on farms 
to sophisticated, engineered structures 
that minimize retention time to achieve 
the desired digestion. In municipal sew
age plants digesters are generally vert
ical cylinders, often with floating roofs 
to provide some gas storage space anc'l a 
pressurizing mechanism; this is especial
ly useful when the gas, which is combus
tible, is use0 onsite with a varying de
mand for c1igester heating, hot water, el
ectricity generation, etc. In all cases, 
provision is maee to feed periodically, 
to exclude air, to capture the gas gene
rated, to contain odors while digesting 
the materials that'produce them, and to 
provide for the withdrawal of stabilized 
sluc1ge. In some designs, clear supernat
ant liquor can also he erawn from the di
gester, effectively increasing its capa
city, and reducing the sludge volume for 
c1isposal [Price and Cheremisinoff, 1981b]. 

The gas produced by anaerobic digestion 
is typically about 7�� methane by volume 
and 30% carbon dioxide. Such a gas under
goes self-sustained combustion in air ,.,ith 
a release of energy of about 700 Btu per 
cubic foot. �is energy can be recoveree 
in furnaces which are often used to heat 
c'ligesters to the c1esired operating temp
erature, and also to provide hot water 
for domestic or process use. Gas of this 
composi tion can fuel reciprocating gas 
engines, to generate electricity for ex
ample, with only a simple knock-out pot 
for cleaning. Differences in feed mater
ials and in operating conditions may aff
ect the gas composi tion somewhat; the in
troduction of air into the digester res
ults in a rapid loss of methane content, 
anc'l hence combustibility, and this cond
ition should he carefully avoided. 

The other pro(luct of anaerobic digest
ion is the stabilized organic residue or 
sluc.ge. The term "stabilization" means 
reduction or elimination of microorganism 
activity. In the case of raw sludge that 
is treatec:1 with lime, stabilization is 
achieved by creating conditions in which 
the microorganisms cannot live or repro
duce; no organic material is lost in the 
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process. In the case of c1igestion, stab
ilization occurs hy removal of the orga
nic su'bstrates on ,vhich the microorgan
isms subsist; organic material is lost, 
and the microorganisms slow down or stop 
their activity. If anaerobic sludge is 
to he spread on the ground, regulations 
require that at least 38% of its volat
ile solids be removed by digestion; this 
level of sta'bilization is founc1 to guard 
against nuisance or.ors. 

�e destruction of volatile solids, or 
VSD, is the corrmon ann convenient way to 
moni tor the performance of an anaerobic 
digester. Volatile solic'ls are defined as 
those ari ven off hy heating a sample to 
5C:;Oc in air. In practice, representative 
samples of the feed into the digester 
anc1 the sludge out are obtained; these 
are dried, then heated to c1etermine the 
volatile solids, VSi and vSo,respective
ly. These values are then used to calc
ulate VSD according to this relation: 

VSD = 100[1 _ Y§o x 
100 - VSj] [1] VSi 100 - VSo 

The 38% - VSD requirement sr.ould apply to 
all anaerobic sludge for land applicat
ion; sludge digested to a lesser degree 
,.,ill have odor problems, which usually 
cannot be blended away hy combining with 
more highly digested sludge. In much of 
the (lata to be citec'l here a higher stan
dard of digestion, 6�� VSD, has been im
posed, recause it was desire(l to produce 
a stahilized residue that would not emit 
any more gas when place(l in a land-fill. 

PLANT SCALE DIGESTION DATA 
The anaerobic digestion (lata includen 

in this paper come from two kinc1s of test 
work. The first was conducted in full
scale municipal waste,vater plants, and 
also full-scale farm digesters for hand
ling animal manures. These projects were 
undertaken to stuc1y the effect of peat 
humic substance [PHS] as a stimulant for 
anaerobic digestion. Peat humic substance 
is a recognized stimulant for many li v
ing systems, incluMng soil microorgan
isms, and the work referenced here show
ed it to be effective in anaero'bic dig-



TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF SIX ANAEROBIC WWT PLANTS TREATED WITH PHS 

Plant A B C D E F 

Flow, rrgc 2 4 '} '3 , .5 '" 

Sl udge remova 1 Wet Bens Wet Land Wet Belt 

Treatment, years 1 1 2 8 4 4 

PHS conc.* 0.2"5 0.2 0.2 0.4 O.? 0.2� 

Sludge red. , %** 50 15 70 20 50 3'" 

Notes Added PHS Starten Red. Red. Started 
scum box methane odor odor methane 

*** 

* Active peat humic substance [PHSJ in digester, ppm on total contents. 
** B,D,F: Due to better oigestion; A,C,E: Better digestion and supernating. 
*** PHS aoded to digester feed in all other cases. 

estion as well. PHS is a general stimul
ant for conglomerate populations whicp is 
able to increase the activity of micro
organisms which cannot metaholize it dir
ectly. Hmvever, it works by being metar,
olizec by some of the higher members of 
the complex populations; the enzymes and 
rnetaholites released are believer to be 
responsir.le for the observec general in
crease in acti vi ty throughout t.he system. 
Because it is metabolized it must be re
placeo regularly [usually nailyJ to sus
tain its effect in cigesters. Very low 
concentrations are effective; in anaero
bic digesters less than 1 ppm active PHS 
base� on total digester contents is typ
ical. 

MUNICIPAL PLANTS 
In Table 1 a review of six plants with 

anaerobic digesters provides some inter
esting ano useful operating background 
[Hartung, 1990J. Digesters in two of the 
plants [C anc FJ were not pronucing com
bustible gas, a condition \vhich stimula
tion was able to correct. Plant D was oc
casionally marginal in performance; stim
ulation raised VSD to a degree where lane 
application of its sluage could be prac
ticed \vith confidence. The other three 
plants [A, B and EJ were operating \vell; 

in all cases stimulation increasei:'l t"be 
activity of the anaerobic digesters sig
nificantly. In all these plants operators 
had different views of what problems they 
wished to overcome; in each case, rHges
ter activity was the l<ey to the solution. 
A more detailed Clescription of the oper
ation of one of the plants [cJ proviaes 
more aata on Digester and general plant 
performance, and the degree of reduction 
in sludge and odor from PHS stimulation 
[Hartung, 1992 J . 

Plant D in this group has been treated 
for eight years. Recently plant operating 
data were studied to try to relate VSD to 
the level of PHS treatment. Figure 1 is 
the result of this analysis over a four
year period in which treatment was star
ted and varied over a wide range, jnclu
ding two intervals when no treatment oc
curred. It is quite apparent that there 
is a relation between treatment level and 
resulting VSD, ann that direct injection 
into the digester is more effective than 
scum - box andi tion. After several months 
of injection, in J990, t.he substrate is 
so active that interruption of treatment 
causes a slm." rather than precipitous, 
decline in activjty; this high activity 
persists tocay. This plant is an award
\vinner for its beneficial use of sludge 
it produces. 
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FIGURE 1 

6 VSD vs. PHS ADDITION RATE IN AN ANAEROBIC DIGESTER 
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FARM DIGESTERS 
The use of farm �igesters to stabilize 

animal manures is knmm; it has receiver 
added attention recently [Lusk, 1995]. Two 
stimulation tests have reen run in farm 
nigesters where the gas has been user. to 
generate electrj city [Hartung, 1991 ]; one 
of these processed (lairy cow manure, the 
other rog manure. Table 2 summarizes the 
data in these operations and Figures 2 & 
3 show the levels of digestion in tl"lese 
units before, during and after stimulat
ion. Tn both cases VSD increased (luring 
treatment and decl ined when the treatment 
stopper.. Both anaerobic units were farrn
built r.igesters, l ined excavations cove
red with flexihle plastic sheets to cap
ture the evolved gas. In roth cases dig
ester gas went directly to the engines, 
''lith only casual knock - out of suspencer. 
droplets; in botr. cases, hot jaclcet water 
v�s used in the farm operations. 

While the (lata in all these full-scale 
studies were obtainec'l to illustrate sti 
mulation, they also provire case stu�ies 

of the use of anaerobic digestion to pro
cess human and animal wastes. �at stim
ulation improved the operation sltould not 
deflect at.tention from the fact that an
aerobic digestion is an excell ent ",ay to 
stahilize these wastes. 

LABORATORY TESTS 
Laroratory anaerohic nigesti on tests, 

ceveloped in conjunction with the plant 
work described above, and ''lith which ex
cellent correlation is found, constitute 
the secone source for clata reported here. 
'T'hese tests are con�ucted in calibratec 
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TABLE 2 

DIGESTION OF ANIMAL WASTES 

VSD, weight percent 

UntreateCl 

1000 dairy cov's 7l 
11000 hogs .(11 

PHS 'T'reated 

36 
6:l 



FIGURE 2 

MIRY <Di HANtJRE DIGESTION 
4 wrm PHS STIKJLATION 
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transparent flexible plastic pint bottles 
about 2/3 full 1.,ri th a substrate to which 
materials under test are added. The bot
tle is squeezecl to expel air, then tightly 
sealec to retain the anaerohic condition 
and placed in a constant-temperature enc
losure. 'T'l"le hottles are periodically sha
�en to break out gas, the level of which 
can be reac from the outside. As gas is 
generated t'be squeezecl bottle inflates to 
regain its original shape. When SUfficient 
gas is generatec'l [25cc or more] the bottle 
can be opened to checl< for com"bustihility 
by applying a flame to the neck as the 
bottle is squeezed to eject the gas. If 
desired, the gas can be sampled for ana
lysis. It is recornmendec for safety that 
test rottles be ",en ted 'hefore t}-ley become 
hig}-lly pressurized, although no instances 
of rupture have ever been experienced in 
the many hundrecs of tests that have been 
run by this methocl; gas permeates the sub
strate as pressure bui1C!s, and the bioch
emical reaction slm.,rs down ancl stops, as 
the laws of equilibrium require. 

After each opening, the bottle is seal
ed again after voiding the gas. The obj
ect of the test is to obtain data on the 
time rate of gas generation. Figure £I il
lustrates a typical result; t'bis is from 
a test in which the feed stock 'olaS green 
needles from an Eastern white pine tree, 
and the cumulative gas evolution is plot
tecl versus time. Curves of this shape are 
encountered regularly, and in thi s case it 
has been fi ttec'l to calculated first-or�er 
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FIGURE 3 

}IX; MANURE DIGESTION 
70 wrm PHS STIKJLATION 
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ldnetics, with a small induction period. 
'T'l"lis is a significant result as it shows 
that the substrate is populated with many 
highly active organisms so that the rate 
of reaction is governed only by the amount 
of food availahle from the pine needles. 
Surstrates use� in all of these tests are 
from a stimulatea anaerobic digester in a 
municipal sewage plant; the substrate is 
]eept at test temperature un�er anaerobic 
condi tion for several weeJ(s until all gas 
formation ceases. In this way, substrates 
well - populated with potentially active 
microorganisms are used and any activity 
demonstrated in the test must corne from 
test feed rather than substrate. 

The earliest laboratory tests in t}1is 
program to study the anaero�ic digestion 
of solid waste materials focused on yare 
type 'olastes: Dry and green leaves, sa1.,rdust 
to simulate woocl waste, hedge clippings, 
ana la1m mowings :bot}-l dry ana green. Vol
atile solids were r'letermined on each feed 
material ann the digestion test i"as con
�ucten long enough to allow calculations 
of t'be retention time needec'l to achieve 
60",.6 VSD, i"hic'b ioTaS taken as an inclex of" 
0igestibili ty. It i'TaS foun� that materi
als digestec'l much more rapidly when green 
than when dried, and that green grasses 
in particular are especially digestihle. 
Data on a number of these materials are 
shown in Table 3. The 60% VSD criterion 
was chosen from laboratory experience to 
represent a degree of VSD where landfill 
material would not proc1uce further gas; 



TABLE 3 

LABORATORY ANAEROBIC DIGESTION RATES FOR COMMON WASTES 

Material 

Red and yellow maple leaves 
Brown NODvay maple leaves 
Sawdust 

Acer ruhrum 

Days for 60% VSD 

50-60 

Hedge clippings, privet 
Honeysuckle leaves, green 
Lawn clippings, dry 

A. platanoic.es 
Mixed source 
Lingustrum vulgare 
Lonerica tatarica 

" 

" 

71)-30 
" 

? " 

Pine neenles, green 
Red cedar, green 
Crab waste, meat and shell 
Stri p newspaper 

Pinus strobis 
Juniperus virgo juv. 

? 

" 

" 

" 

Pulped newspaper 
Rye grass, dry Lolium perenne 

??-78 
11 -1 ? 

111 
10 �O/�O pulped paper/dry rye grass 

Mixed garbage <:; 

Rye grass, green Lolium perenne .1 

this has not been verified by field exp
eriment. 

Another line of study arose from some 
different work in which the anaerobic di
gestion of news - print was contemplated. 
Tests were run with feed of different par
ticle size, and it was found that appre
ciable ac'lvantage exists for smaller size, 
down to the level of pulp. At this time, 
some other tests were in progress on dry 
rye grass which was thought to be a pot
ential source of the enzyme cellulase; if 
this were to he true, the enzyme might 
make more cellulose from the newspaper 
available for digestion and a mixture of 
the two feeds ,muld be more digestible 
than either alone. This turned out to be 
the case as is seen in Table ? where the 
data are also included. What this result 
did was to direct attention to other mix
tures, ann to a phenomenon knmm as co
digestion. 

CO-DIGESTION 
Table 3 contains two other entries for 

materials whic� are by their nature mix
tures: Garbage and crab ,vaste. The first 
of these, garbage, was a synthetic mixture 
made up of ten components judged to be 
most common in the average household food 
detritus. Some of these, lettuce, potato 
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peels anc'l bread, for instance, are known 
to c'ligest with great ease, while others, 
like egg shells, chicken bones and steak 
hones are much more refractory. The mix, 
however, digests at a rate which is sur
prisingly fast, reaching 60% destruction 
of its organic matter in less than five 
days, and more than 90";(' in ten days. 'T'be 
organic matter destroyed includes that in 
bones and shells, ann. examination of the 
digested material shows these structures 
to be highly degraded. Taken alone, these 
components are quite refractory, so they 
must be benefiting from co-(ligestion with 
the other components in the mix. 

The second example is crab ,vaste from a 
commercial sea-fooc'l packing plant. Shell 
content was well over 50";(', but enough meat 
and other body parts were present to make 
it a composite material. Crab shellS are 
rich in chitin which is a relatively in
ert material; alone, these external body 
parts are very resistant to degradation. 
In the oigestion test, hmvever, 'vi th ap
preciable amounts of more active internal 
parts, degradation was striking; shells 
were softened and dissolved to a high de
gree, again, presurnahly, by co-digestion. 

These anecdotal results seem to be lo
gical but they lacl� aut�ority. Two other 
lines of investigation are in progress to 
try to quantify this phenomenon better. 



FIGURE 4 
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In one, a specific organic chemical is 
being added to a laboratory aigester at a 
rate which permits sustained operation; 
co - digestion can 'be c.emonstrated here. 
In the other study tropical grasses liKe 
corn, sorghum ana sugarcane, 1.,rhich digest 
very easily [�a�le �], are involved. The 
sugars, including sucrose, hrown sugar, 
molasses, corn syrup ana maple syrup, di
gest still more reaoily. This suggests 
that it s"bould "be possihle to separate 
juice from fiher, �igest both and compare 
the calculated composite of the separate 
rates with the actual rate of the whole 
plant. If co-oigestion exists here, then 
the whole plant should 'cigest better than 
the calculated sum of its parts. Table 5 
inoicates that this is indeed happening 
'vi th corn, ,.,rhere the whole plant digests 
at about three times the rate calculated 
for the composite of its parts. 

DISCUSSION 
Anaerobic digestion is shmm to he an 

effective ,.,ray to stahilize sludges from 
municipal wastewater treatment plants and 
from animal hushandry operations. The (lata 
citeo show that anaerobic units can �ig
est these ,�stes efficiently and in soc
ially acceptahle ways; of the six plants 
listen in �able 1, four were JocateCl im
mediately adjacent to resinential areas, 
and the other two were not far removed, 
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TABLE 4 

DIGESTION OF TROPICAL GRASSES 

Days for 60% VSD 

As Is Stirn/PHS 

Sorghum, S.vulgare �.� �.O 
Corn, 7ea maize ?� 2.0 
Mature cane,S.offic. 5.� 2.� 
Cane shoots, " S . � ? . 0 
Sugars, various * 2.S 1.0 

* Tn this test five different sug-
ars were run sequentially in the 
same substrate. Corn ann maple 
syrups, sucrose, rrown sugar and 
molasses all gave the same rate. 

and all operated for many years in these 
environments. These plants were studie0 
to evaluate stimulation by PHS, an(l all 
benefited economically and socially from 
treatment, but stimulation was not nece
ssary to justify their existence and loc
ation. 1'wo plants [C and F] were not pro
oucing methane; stimulation with PHS pro
vided a way to start the methane genera
ting process. Containment of odors was a 
matter ,of importance to all plants, an0 
oilor reductions from stimulation ,.,rere an 
ailded benefit. Additional gas from incr
eased digestion and more consistent flow 
from the digesters reduced or eliminated 
dependence on purchased fuel; this ,.,ras a 
further benefit of stimulation. The most 
important result of stimulation, though, 
was the reduction of sludge for ('lisposal. 

Gas from the farm digesters operating 
on animal manures was burned in engine
generator sets to provide electricity, 
using the hot jacket water for huilding 
heat, equipment wash-up, etc. These gcm
erators were tied into the local pow'er 
grid as a sink for excess power generat
ion. The value of povler pro(!uced in this 
way varies with the arrangements that can 
be mace with the local utilities; one of 
the farmers cited here reducen his power 
�ill from over $600 per month, at �¢ per 
h.,rh, to essentially zero. Stimulation im
rovec the economics here, hut these ins
tallations were justified without it. 



TABLE 5 

CO-DIGESTION WITH CORN 

ntys for 60% VSD 

Corn Juice 
Corn Bagasse 
Whole Corn, calc. 
Whole Corn, actual 

As Is 

1.5 
15 
12 

3.5 

Stirn/PHS 

1 
10 
8 
2.5 

Application of anaerobic digestion on a 
laboratory scale to various components of 
municipal solid waste shows that all the 
organic materials digest in an acceptable 
retention time. Green biomass is digested 
more rapidly than dried, anc in many in
stances fine grinding is advantageous. A 
typical gas evolution curve shows that an 
active substrate provides an abuneance of 
J1Ethane-forming microorganisms [Figure 4] 
and the reaction has first-orcer kinetics. 
Starting with a depletec substrate from 
an active dugester, these organic ,feeds 
quickly bring the system to life and gas 
production wit� the tropical grass feeds 
of Table 4 is rapid and copious. The data 
shown were obtained from sequential tests 
[as many as 17] over periods up to seven 
months without changing the substrate or 
adding more. A new suhstrate has emerged 
which the new active feeds sustain. This 
has not been done to this degree with the 
less active materials, such as the high
er entries in Tarle :. It is anticipated 
that all active feeds and mixtures that 
contain them in appreciable amounts will 
behave this way. The practical signific
ance of this is that the mixed feeds can 
keep the substrat.e act i ve 'vi thout perio
dic infusions Of fresl1 substrate an� the 
mixed fee�s cam accommodate the less ac
tive components efficiently. 

While stimulation and co-digestion will 
affect the economics of anaerobic diges-
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tion positively, the ecological benefits 
of the process may be of even greater im
portance. The overall reduction in organ
ic slu0ge while capturing energy from it 
in a form that can he used without great 
controversies, coupled with the inherent 
containment of odors, merits serious at
tention by municipal officials and engi
neers. There is much engineering and other 
planning to be cone, but it appears that 
a hasis exists for implementing this ap
proach to the management of the municipal 
solie waste problem. 
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